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literary texts and political thinking went
through distinctive phases, from experimentalism and cosmopolitanism to traditionalism and countryside nostalgias, from

presented no threat to the establishment,
he traced the roots of Argentine literature
back to gaucho poetry, affirming that
national identity resided in the gaucho

pure modernism to avant-garde, and from
socialism and libertarianism to militarism
and fascism.

heritage.

His first
of poetry9
tatias de oro (1897; Golden Mountains),
employed free verse and a grandiloquent
tone, revealing influences of Victor Hugo
and Walt Whitman. The exquisitely refined vocabulary of Los creplisculos del
jardin (1905; Twilights of the Garden)
presented him as a poet for the elite.
Lunario sentimental (1909; Sentimental
Lunar Almanac) brought him fame in
Spanish America and Spain; its inventive
rhyme scheme (involving multiple words
and causing the effect of a neologism)
and metric diversity move beyond
modernismo to avant-garde in its treatment of traditionally venerated themes,
and the moon becomes a metaphor of
man's sentimental, intuitive side. Short
stories in Las fuerzas extra6as (1906; The
Strange Powers) combined the fantastic
with scientific elements from mathematics
and astronomy, revitalizing the short story
genre in Spanish America.
Several of Lugones's texts celebrate the
countryside and add to patriotic literature,
such as the poems in Odas ,yeculares
(1910; Secular Odes). In 1916, he published El payador (The Folk Singer), a
pivotal work for Argentine letters that canonized JosC *Hernindez's *Martin Fierro
as the emblematical national poem. At a
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Kirkpatrick, Gwen. The Dissonant Legacy
of Modernismo: Lugones, Herrera y
Reissig, and the Voices of Modern
Spanish American Poetry. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1989.

Lyceum Club Femenino
This Spanish cultural association, created
in 1926 by women in Madrid, followed
the model of other European and American
women's groups at that time. It functioned
as a meeting place for women to share
experiences and as a cultural center that
offered workshops, lectures, and exhibitions by notable national and international
intellectualsThe Lyceum's activities anbraced six
different areas: music, literature, science,
visual arts, social
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Lynch, Benito ( 1 885-1 95 1)

and international affairs. Maria de Maeztu
was president, Isabel Oyarzibal and Victoria Kent served as vice presidents, and
Zenobia Camprubi was secretary. Other
active participants included Pilar de
Zubiaurre, Ernestina de "Champourcin,
Concha MCndez, Maria Teresa Le6n, and
Carmen Baroja. All these women belonged to the bourgeoisie or aristocracy,
were well educated, and shared liberal
political views. Within that profile, two different types of women emerged: those who
were young, independent and single; and
those who were older and more traditional,
and usually married to famous intellectuals.
The former group was inclined to dress and
behave in more modern ways and to adopt
feminist concerns.
The Lyceum allowed Spanish women
to make their writings known and to collaborate in the nation's cultural life. Consequently, conservative and religious
sectors of Spain criticized the organization
continuously, calling it the "club de las
maridas" (a derogatory neologism, created as a feminine version of marido [husband]), and characterizing it as an enemy
of family values. Even some male intellectuals opposed the Lyceum; for instance,
Jacinto "Benavente declined to give a lecture there. The Lyceum disappeared after
the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939): women's progress during the Second Republic
was substituted by the traditional domestic
ideology that the Feminine Section of the
fascist Falange imposed during Francoist
Spain. Nonetheless, the Lyceum represents a necessary antecedent to Spanish
feminist movements of the 1970s.
Iker Gonzcilez-Allende

See also Feminism in Spain: 1700 to Present.
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Lynch, Benito ( I 885- 1 95 I )
One of the dominant figures of the first half
of the 20th century in Argentina, Lynch
wrote six novels and more than 100 short
stories. His narrative is dominated by the
"gaucho, but in his case it is a sedentary
gaucho instead of the romantic, free icon
of the 19th century. This gaucho, a respectful worker for his masters, never leaves the
estancia (farm), which now is a modern
one inserted in a capitalist mode of production, producing beef and grain for markets
worldwide.
Lynch's first novel, Plata dorada
(1909; Golden Silver), narrates the protagonist's impressions when he abandons the
rural environment and goes to Buenos

